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Ottoman Expressions 
of Early Modernity and the 

"Inevitable" Question of Westernization 

SHIRINE HAMADEH 
Rice University 

he conspicuous appearance, in 1793, of the 
princely pavilion of Negatabad on the shores of 

the Bosphorus in Istanbul captured the attention 
of many contemporary observers (Figure 1). Commis- 

sioned by Selim III and designed by the German architect 

and Istanbul resident Antoine-Ignace Melling, Negatabad 
was intended as an extension of the eighty-year-old water- 
front palace of the ruler's sister, Hatice Sultan.' The fol- 

lowing verse by Enderunlu Fazil Bey was among hundreds 
of others composed by poets in celebration of the new 

structure :2 

Come and enjoy the heavenly view from this [pavilion of] 

Negatabad, 
From this building created deliberately with an innovative 

design! 
No colors on its walls; in its monochrome garment, it is simply 

perfect 
Compared to this new edifice, the older palace looks coarse 

It is a pretty young beauty, full of harmony, 
Whose symmetrical form is more delightful than a boy's grace- 

ful stature 

Its ornamented form is as though cast out of a mold 
It is beyond the reach of the most talented master 

[Its] architect [modeled] its plan on the pattern of the constel- 
lation of stars 

Never [before] has such a design been seen among the older 
masters! 

Neither its design nor its new colors and novel ornaments have 

ever been witnessed by either Mani or even Behzad.3 

Conceived as an inscription to commemorate 

Negatabad and honor its founding patron, Fazil's ode 

sounds, above all, like a tribute to the building's novel aes- 

thetics and the creative imagination that gave birth to it. 

Overflowing with praise for the pavilion's singular charac- 

ter, the poem alludes to its design "of new invention," its 

unique proportions, the symmetrical layout of its fagade, 
and its novel decorative repertoire. Fazil also noted the 

immaculate white color of its walls, doubtless a reference 

to the building's marble revetment, which must have stood 

out among the dark-red wooden walls of contemporary 

princely palaces.4 Although he did not point specifically to 

the bulky central pediment, the Ionic capitals, or the gar- 
land motifs, his observations clearly convey Melling's dis- 

tinctively new faqade treatment of the familiar type of 

waterfront palace, one that had matured in the course of the 

eighteenth century. 
Fazil's poem may be regarded as one of the last mani- 

festations of the Ottoman architectural discourse of the 

eighteenth century, one of whose central motifs was the cel- 

ebration of novelty. In comparison with earlier periods, the 

constant recurrence of the notions of innovation, inven- 

tiveness, originality, and creativity in eighteenth-century 
Ottoman writings on architecture is striking. These refer- 

ences consist principally of building descriptions and 



Figure 1 Antoine-lgnace Melling, engraving, ca. 1800s. The pavilion of Nepatabad is in the foreground, and next to it is the main palace of Hatice 

Sultan at Defterdar Burnu, Istanbul. 

accounts of architectural achievements recorded by histori- 
ans and chroniclers, as well as court poets who created 

rhymed building chronograms, a genre largely overlooked 

today that gained in popularity from the turn of the eigh- 
teenth century onward.' Like Fazil's ode to Negatabad, 
rhymed chronograms were composed in celebration of 
architectural events and often appeared as inscriptions on 
the buildings they celebrated. Besides serving as documen- 
tation of a largely lost architectural world, they offer rare 

insights into the understanding and reception of architec- 
ture at the time, a subject that has not been sufficiently 
addressed in Ottoman architectural history and in the field 
of Islamic art in general. 

Although Ottoman writings on the subject of novelty 
did not amount to the kind of philosophical debate that 

emerged in contemporary Europe,6 they constituted, in their 
own way, a distinctive form of discourse during a period when 

novelty and originality were invoked as measures of archi- 
tectural appreciation. In poetry and prose alike, terms and 
idioms like nev (new), cedid (new), nev-icad (new invention), 
taze (fresh), ihtira' (invention), ?ayal (imagination), bedi' and 

ibda' (original, to create from scratch), and vaguer allusions 
to novelty such as hiisn-ii diger (a different sort of beauty) and 

iislfib-iferid (a unique style), were all repeatedly used in con- 
nection with a building's overall form, fagades, plan, layout, 
and design. They also appeared in relation to specific ele- 
ments including pillars, cornices, windows, colors, other dec- 

orative features, and style (tarz, iislib), the latter occasionally 
contrasted with the "old or ancient style" (tarz-z 
miitakaddimin) of earlier monuments.7 

To a large extent, the Ottomans' emphasis on novelty 
mirrored the rapidly changing landscape of Istanbul in the 

eighteenth century. By all accounts, this had been an extra- 

ordinary moment in the architectural culture of the city. In 
the hundred years that followed the decisive return of the 
court of Ahmed III to the capital in the summer of 1703," 
new forms, expressions, colors, designs, and aesthetics con- 

tinually appeared. An unusually ornate and flamboyant dec- 
orative vocabulary took shape, incorporating new and 
familiar elements and drawing on earlier Ottoman reper- 
toires and foreign visual cultures. For the first time, archi- 
tecture flourished outside the confines of the classical 

imperial canon that had been formulated around the mid- 
dle of the sixteenth century, during the period of state cen- 
tralization and imperial expansion under Sultan Siileyman.9 

While the Ottomans' insistence on conveying visual 

expressions of novelty in their writings was a reflection of 
these developments, it also reflected a new attitude toward 

change, novelty, and a long-established architectural tradi- 
tion. This was a significant turning point in the Ottomans' 

interpretation of their built environment, and one that has 
not been given its due in modern scholarship. While a 
recent surge of interest in the artistic and architectural pro- 
duction of the eighteenth century has rescued this period 
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from its earlier characterization as an era of decline, the 

emphasis placed on the influence of European culture and 

aesthetics and on the role of the Ottomans' westernizing 

aspirations in informing architectural change has consider- 

ably eclipsed the extensive and multifarious nature of the 

century's developments. Because Ottoman westernization 

remains the dominant rhetoric in interpretations of the 

eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, any assessment of 

Ottoman architecture in the postclassical and the late period 
must address the question. While in the context of the nine- 

teenth century this concept is identified with the state-led 

modernizing reforms that started under Mahmud II,'o in 

the eighteenth century, westernization, understood as the 

chief vehicle of architectural and cultural change, is more 

broadly circumscribed in the rise of European military 

supremacy vis-a-vis the Ottomans after the latter's defeat at 

Vienna in 1683. It has even been argued, in keeping with 

the largely dated paradigm of the "rise and decline" of the 

empire, that it was the "faltering of [Ottoman] self-confi- 

dence""' that lay at the crux of the new westernizing out- 

look, which was to shape the architectural and, indeed, the 

cultural horizon for the next two hundred years. 
In the dominant narrative of Ottoman history, the 

eighteenth century inaugurates a new era of peace and 

diplomacy with Europe, whose military superiority was at 

this point widely acknowledged. It is against this backdrop 
that the image of Istanbul emerges, its architectural culture 
transformed by the energy of a ruling elite engaged in the 

cultivation of a new interest in European culture. The 

increasing incorporation of western aesthetics in the 

Ottoman vocabulary is thus commonly understood as one 

of myriad symptoms of an overarching cultural aspiration. 

By and large, architecture is seldom invoked except as a 

response or a reaction to the West.12 

In seeking to redress the scholarly tendency to regard 

eighteenth-century innovation as synonymous with western- 

ization, I do not mean to suggest that the Ottomans' chang- 
ing attitude toward Europe was inconsequential to some of 
the developments that occurred in the capital. There is no 

doubt that the intensification of diplomatic exchange with 

European powers brought about greater exposure to west- 

ern artistic knowledge and techniques, literary ideas, sartor- 
ial fashions, and material culture.13 In architecture, certain 

Neoclassical, Baroque, and Rococo elements gradually per- 
meated the architecture of Istanbul, especially from the 1750s 

on. Toward the close of the century, it became a common- 

place for the court entourage to commission their private res- 
idences from European architects. 

However, these trends were not necessarily indicative 
of a sudden inclination toward westernization, in the 

charged sense of a deliberate emulation of western ways. In 

fact, they were hardly exceptional to the history of Ottoman 

architecture.14 To regard the eighteenth century as a turn- 

ing point in Ottoman interaction with Europe is to ignore 
over two centuries of virtually continuous cultural and artis- 

tic contact. It is also to accept the fallacy of a fundamental 

polarity between the two geocultural entities, whereby cul- 

tural encounter can occur only in situations of unequal 

power and in the form of "influence," "without a choice by 
the allegedly passive receiver.""s 

While there is no doubt that in the eighteenth century 
western details infiltrated the architectural idiom of Istan- 

bul more pervasively than they had before, it is crucial to 

reevaluate the significance of this current against visual and 

architectural evidence, and against the two often diverging 
discourses that emerged among contemporary European 
and Ottoman observers of change. Modern scholars' char- 

acterization of change in the eighteenth century as the 

beginning of a long and unilinear march toward western- 

ization reflects only one facet of two centuries of reformu- 

lation of Ottoman architectural and indeed, sovereign, 

identity. While this search for a new image was, in part, a 

response to the military blow the empire had just suffered 

at the hands of European powers, it also answered to the 

pressure of internal transformations. By the eighteenth cen- 

tury, the system of hierarchies that had exemplified the 

Ottoman world order was eroding. While many contem- 

porary critics saw these changes as signs of the breakdown 

of social order and the decline of the empire, they can also 

be viewed as symptomatic of what, in the distant context of 

Europe, is now known as the early modern period.16 
Greater mobility among social and professional groups led 

to new social and financial aspirations, increasing material 

wealth, changing habits of consumption and of recreational 

and cultural practices, and the wearing out of stable marks 

of distinction. These patterns became integral to the social 

landscape of the city and began to crystallize in its physical 
fabric. 

This climate of change was accompanied by a wider 

receptiveness to novelty that was equally inclusive of west- 

ern and eastern, and early and classical Ottoman traditions. 

A new architectural idiom, profoundly hybrid in aesthetics 

and outlook, grew out of the dynamic that was played out in 

Istanbul between an urban society in flux and a state anxious 

to reassert its presence in the capital and revamp the image 

of sovereignty. Eighteenth-century developments did not 

constitute a sharp break with the past. Rather, they matured 

in the context of emerging practices and aspirations that 

started consolidating in the fabric of the city. Nor were they 

halted by the modernizing reforms of the following cen- 
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Figure 2 Mehmed Fatih's Middle 

Gate at the Topkapi Palace, 

Istanbul, second half of the 

fifteenth century 

tury. To a certain extent, they informed the course of later 

change. 
Returning to Fazil's depiction of the pavilion, it is curi- 

ous that for all his expressed admiration for the building's 
innovativeness, the poet's verse does not describe what 
seems to a modern eye to be its most flagrant characteristic, 

namely, the western decorative style. Fazil's allusion to Mani 
and Behzad (a traditional trope in Ottoman poetry) may be 
read as a discreet reference to this feature: "Neither its 

design nor its new colors and novel ornaments/have ever 
been witnessed by either Mani or even Behzad." In this con- 

text, invocation of these two archetypal artists of the "east- 
ern" Persian tradition could be interpreted as the poet's 
defiant championing of the western novelty of Negatabad, 
perhaps even suggesting that by its sheer inventiveness 
western art had outdone its eastern counterpart. 

However, it should be noted that Fazil makes no direct 
reference to the pavilion's European flavor, unlike fifteenth- 

century commentators such as Tursun Beg or 

Kemalpagazade. In their observations of the Topkapi Palace, 
for example, both historians identified Mehmed Fatih's gate 
towers, which were modeled after the Byzantine gate of Sta. 
Barbara and may have involved some European artists, as 

"European towers" (frengi-burgkz) (Figure 2).17 It seems 

inappropriate to conclude that Fazll's failure to overtly rec- 

ognize western elements stemmed from insufficient visual 

cognition or from the lack of a priori knowledge that would 
allow him to perceive such stylistic references. The very title 
of his ode, "Chronogram on the New Pavilion Which Is a 

European Construction, in the Felicitous Waterfront Res- 

idence of Neqatabad,""1 testifies to his awareness of the fact 
that the pavilion was designed by a European architect. One 
could argue that regardless of how well-informed he was, 
Fazil may have deemed any verbalization of things western 

conceptually or ideologically outside the canon of the court 

poetic tradition. He once temporarily held similarly con- 
servative views on the representation of women in court 

poetry. 19 However, this argument is countered by the elab- 
orate descriptions of European men and women in his two 
narrative poems "H banname" and "Zenanname" (The 
book of men and The book of women), and in any case, 
terms like Frengistdn (for Europe) and other western refer- 
ences had been introduced in court poetry more than half 
a century earlier.20 

What is perhaps most frustrating about Fazil's choice 
not to acknowledge the origin of the features of Negatabad 
he so appreciated is that it upsets our modern expectations 
that by virtue of their nature as western, hence foreign, 
these features would have been clearly distinguishable from 
the rest. But it is important to recall here that western aes- 
thetics had long been part of the architectural landscape of 
Istanbul.21 Moreover, the religious and ethnic diversity of 
the empire (unlike the homogeneity of European societies) 
meant that men and women in the capital did not have to 
relate to things European through a process of cultural oth- 

ering. (Hardly ever did the spectacle of westerners in Istan- 
bul provoke the mixture of awe and curiosity that Ottoman 

[and Persian] ambassadors evoked in westerners.) That 
Fazil's architectural universe was not neatly divided between 
an East and a West should not be surprising. It was, after all, 
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Figure 3 The Nurosmaniye Mosque, Istanbul, 1749-55 

the same poet who once declared, in "Ifibanname," that 

"Now, the most beautiful of all/the cities of the continent of 

Europe/Is the one [and only], the noble city of Istanbul."22 
The elusive treatment of western formal and decora- 

tive elements is not peculiar to Fazil's poem about 

Negatabad. Historical accounts of the imperial mosque of 

Nurosmaniye are remarkable in this respect. Founded by 
Mahmud I in 1749 and completed by his successor Osman 

III, in 1755,23 the Nurosmaniye was the first Ottoman reli- 

gious building to exhibit a panoply of western, particularly, 
French Baroque and Neoclassical, details like scrolls, shells, 
cable and round moldings, undulating and heavily molded 

cornices, concave and convex faqades, round arches, 
engaged pillars, and fluted capitals (Figures 3, 4). In addi- 
tion to incorporating such elements, it was also the first 

mosque in Istanbul to introduce generously fenestrated and 

relatively transparent faqades, a horseshoe-shaped court- 

yard, and an imposing royal ramp and loggia (Figure 5), the 

epitome of an idea developed at the beginning of the sev- 
enteenth century at the mosque of Ahmed I (1609-17).24 

Figure 4 A portal of the Nurosmaniye Mosque 

While all Ottoman observers addressed, in greater or 
less detail, the innovative character of the mosque, their 
accounts and descriptions seem incommensurate with the 

image of the mosque conveyed by modern historians as the 

archetypal illustration of the westernizing inclinations of 
the Ottoman ruling elite.25 Eighteenth-century commen- 
tators remarked on the new style of the Nurosmaniye, 
pointing to the many features they recognized as novel to 
the mosque idiom of their city: the engaged pillars, whose 

capitals merged with a molded cornice, the excessive num- 
ber of windows, their round and multilobed arches, the 

imperial ramp and lodge, and the somewhat Baroque foun- 
tain at the outer gate of the complex (Figure 6). 

In his Tdril-i Cdmi'-i Serif-i Nuir-i ' Osmani (History of 
the mosque of Nurosmaniye), Ahmed Efendi, assistant 

comptroller of the mosque's construction, referred to the 

building as "the honorable mosque in the new style" (cami'- 
i serif-i nev-tarz) and characterized its profusely ornamented 
fountain-sebil as "a skillfully crafted fountain of unique 
beauty."26 Later in the century, the Armenian chronicler Inci- 
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Figure 5 The imperial 

ramp and loggia at the 

Nurosmaniye Mosque 

Figure 6 Fountain-sebTI of the Nurosmaniye Mosque, 1755 

cyan praised the style of the Nurosmaniye as superior to that 

of all the other mosques in Istanbul. He mentioned its win- 

dows, its marble pillars, columns, and capitals as its most 

appealing features.27 In a brief entry on the mosque in his 

Hadikat ul-Cevami' (The garden of the mosques), 
Ayvansarayi pointed to its grandiose ramp and loggia (hiinkar 

mahfili), construing it correctly as a symbol of royalty.28 
The Ottomans' reluctance to single out features of 

western origin becomes all the more interesting when com- 

pared to the accounts of their European counterparts. Full 
of praise for Mahmud I for his "good taste in architecture," 
James Dallaway, an English visitor who traveled to Istanbul 
some thirty years after the mosque was completed, 
explained that the founder of the Nurosmaniye had "pro- 
cured designs of the most celebrated European churches, 
[and] wished to have adopted the plan of one of them [as a 
model for his mosque], but was dissuaded by the ulem'Th 

[the learned and religious elite]."29 This curious tale was 
recounted in more detail by the Reverend Robert Walsh, a 

compatriot of Dallaway who visited the city in the nine- 
teenth century: "In order to make [the Nurosmaniye] more 

splendid than that of any of his predecessors, Mahmud I 
sent architects to collect the models of the Christian cathe- 
drals in Europe, that his mosque might be constructed from 
the perfections of them all. This heterodox intention, how- 

ever, was opposed by the Ulemah, who denounced it as a 
desecration of a temple dedicated to the Prophet; and while 
he hesitated in his plans, and before he had matured the 
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Figure 7 Sedad Hakki Eldem, plan of Sa'dabad, Istanbul, 1720-21 

whole design, death overtook him, and he left the mosque 
unfinished."30 

Whether or not the travelers fabricated the story in its 

entirety, or based their accounts on hearsay about the 
unusual character or the new style of the mosque, is a ques- 
tion that is impossible to resolve at this point. But it is odd 
that not even a hint of such intentions on the part of Mah- 
mud I should be dropped by the usually well informed court 

chroniclers, or by Ayvansarayi in his meticulous and ency- 
clopedic chronicle of the mosques of Istanbul. This silence 
is all the more perplexing in the case of Ahmed Efendi, who 

by virtue of his job and his obvious interest in the mosque's 
history (testified to by his initiative in recording it in writing) 
should have been, in all likelihood, aware of such a signifi- 
cant fact. If we suppose that all these commentators thought 
it better to hush the ruler's presumably heterodox intentions, 
other conservative and more acerbic critics, like the self- 

appointed historian Semdanizade, should have been 

delighted to expose a purported act of profanity. Given the 
ease with which he unleashed his sharp tongue against all 
echelons of society, on issues ranging from women's 

unseemly d6colletis to the debauchery of one of the most 
influential men of his time, Grand-Vizier Nevgehirli Ibrahim 

Pasha, the cursory remarks he offered on the Nurosmaniye 
and its patron seem surprising, if not incongruous."3 

The discrepancy between Ottoman and European 
reports is interesting not only not only because it calls into 

question the ultimate motives of the building patron, but 
also because it casts doubt on the conspicuousness of west- 
ern stylistic references and their significance to the mosque's 
unmistakably new idiom. Compared with the commentaries 
of European travelers, the Ottomans' accounts reflected a 
horizon of innovations beyond western details, including 

such notable features as the horseshoe-shaped court, the 
monumental royal ramp, and the abundant fenestration. 

While they recognized western imports as part of the new 

vocabulary, the role of westernization as an avowed stylistic 
or cultural aspiration seems to have been, to their eyes, 
rather inconsequential. 

Speculations similar to those offered by European 
observers in connection with the Nurosmaniye have sur- 
rounded the innovations of the imperial palace of Sa'dabad, 
built in Istanbul for Ahmed III by his grand-vizier, Neveehirli, 
and in modem historiography another celebrated monument 
of the Ottomans' western ideals. Written and visual repre- 
sentations of the palace precinct, summarized in the recon- 
struction plans of the notable early-twentieth-century 
Turkish architect Sedad Hakki Eldem (Figure 7), show that 
its central area comprised the imperial palace, which con- 
sisted of a harem, a selamlzk (the male quarters), a mosque, a 

garden pavilion, a small fountain, and a large pool that was 
fed from the nearby Kagithane stream by means of a canal 
and a complex system of conduits, dykes, and cascades (Fig- 
ures 8, 9). To the south and northeast of the main palace, 170 
residences and gardens for state officials, "built in a hitherto 
unseen style [tarzlarz na-dide] and according to a beautiful 
and admirable layout [tarhlari matbiu( u pesendide]" were 
erected on either side of the canal and the river.32 

According to numerous European travelers and resi- 

dents, Sa'dabad was supposedly modeled after a contem- 

porary French palace, a set of whose plans had been brought 
back from France by Yirmisekiz Mehmed Celebi, Ottoman 
ambassador to the court of Louis XV, in October 1721, that 

is, nine months before the construction of Sa'dabad began. 
The Marquis de Bonnac, French ambassador at the 
Ottoman court at the time, and a number of later European 
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Figure 8 Anonymous painted illustration of the garden of Sa'dabad at Kagithane, Istanbul, ca. 1720s 

Figure 9 L'Espinasse, engraving showing the palace of Sa'dabad and the garden of Kagithane, ca. 1770s 
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Figure 10 Cornelius DeBryn, engraving showing the Chaharbagh, 
Isfahan, ca. 1700s 

travelers, including Dallaway, Rev. Walsh, the Baron de 
Tott, Charles Pertusier, and the Comtesse de Fert6-Meun, 
offered, each in turn, a French model for the palace, 
whether Versailles, Fontainebleau, or Marly.33 

Despite the lack of consensus on the specific source of 

inspiration, in the absence of more revealing evidence we 
cannot completely discredit their accounts; nor can we 
exclude the possibility that some of the architectural and 

landscape features of the palace may have been inspired by 
a French precedent. We could certainly establish a corre- 

spondence, for instance, between the one-kilometer-long 
canal at Sa'dabad and another, equally long and twice as 

imposing, at Fontainebleau. We could also suggest that 

Kiigiik Qelebizade's reference to the "hitherto unseen style" 
of the residences and gardens of state officials may have 
been an allusion to a new western style.34 But given the lack 
of visual evidence and the scarcity of written descriptions 
of the canal and river sections of the palatial precinct (which 
were destroyed some ten years after they were built, in 

1730, in the wake of the Patrona Halil revolt), the sugges- 
tion cannot be substantiated at this point. 

What is certain is that neither in design nor in style, 
size, or scale can any of the proposed models compare with 
the central, better documented part of the palace. Nor can 
the view advanced by some European observers and recent 
scholars that Sa'dabad's waterworks (see Figure 8) were 
based on drawings of the cascades at Marly be verified." At 
best, the feature could have been inspired by the lengthy 

but vague description of the French palace and garden Yir- 
misekiz supplied in his embassy report to the court on his 
return from France or, more generally, by his enthusiastic 

depictions of the sophisticated jeux d'eaux he had observed 
at every French garden he visited.36 For it is only much later 
that visual documentation of Marly became available to the 

Ottomans, in the form of a book titled Architecturefrancoise, 
published in 1738, more than fifteen years after Sa'dabad 
was completed.37 

In any case, neither poets nor court historians, who 
devoted more space in their writings to Sa'dabad than to 

any other building of their time, offer any clue that the 

planning of the imperial palace may have been informed by 
a western model or that it may have been related in some 

way to the architectural knowledge Yirmisekiz brought 
from his embassy to France. Rather, it was in the "East" that 
Ottoman observers sought to identify architectural models 
for the palace. I am not referring to symbolic allusions to 

legendary monuments of the eastern world, such as the 
famed pavilion of Havernak (an old trope of Ottoman lit- 

erature) but to real architectural achievements that were 
invoked by poets and chroniclers to better illustrate the 

challenge confronted by their own accomplishments. 
Consider, for instance, this vengeful-sounding depre- 

cation of Isfahan's Chaharbagh (1596), the famed public 
promenade built by the Safavid Shah Abbas I in his new 

capital, Isfahan (Figure 10)38: "With blots and scores, it 
scarred Isfahan's Chaharbagh/Sa'dabad has now become a 

garden upon a hill, my love."'39 The verse, written by the 
court poet Nedim, was evidently meant to exalt the beauty 
of his beloved garden of Sa' dabad, and to affirm its glaring 
superiority to the Chaharbagh promenade. Composed in 

1722, at a time when the Safavid capital was badly strug- 
gling against an Afghan occupation, Nedim's poem was, 
without any doubt, a reference to the bygone glory of Isfa- 
han. Yet at the same time, it also testified to the continuing 
significance, in Ottoman architectural consciousness, of 
Shah Abbas's magnificent achievement. It is in the same vin- 
dictive spirit that Nedim described, a few years later, the 
Ottoman palatial garden of $evkabad, built around 1728 by 
Saliha Sultan, the mother of Mahmud I, in Beylerbeyi40 as 
a smashing triumph over a contemporary Safavid master- 
piece, the palace garden of Ferahabad, which was con- 
structed in 1700 by Shah Husayn in Isfahan: "How 
wonderful! How wonderful, may it be blessed!/Every one of 
its shaded avenues is a sinecure for gay life and pleasure/ 
From envy of its abundant pure breeze,/Isfahan's Ferahbad 
crumbled in ruins."41 

Similar analogies between Ottoman and Safavid mon- 
uments appear in chroniclers' accounts of architectural 
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Figure 11 L'Espinasse, engraving showing Mahmud I's pavilion of 

Bayildim at the Begikta? Palace, Istanbul, ca. 1770s 

events. In his account of Mahmud I's renovation of the Arab 

iskelesi Mosque in Istanbul, in 1748, the historian 

Semdanizade alluded to a new imperial pavilion at the 

nearby palace of Begikta?, identifying it as fehelsiitin (forty, 
or many, pillars): "Following the construction of the cehel 

sitiin, a mosque located in the [nearby quarter of] Arab 

iskelesi was enlarged and [re]built."42 The pavilion, erected 

by Mahmud I and known as Iftariye K6gkii or Baylldim, was 
a two-story building fronted by a porch with twenty-two 
pillars and a large reflecting pool (Figure 11). Semdanizade 
may have used the term 

rehel 
siitin as a loose reference to 

the pavilion's many pillars. But he may also have meant to 
allude to his perception (or knowledge) of a visual analogy 
between Mahmud I's Baylldim and the Safavid pavilion of 
Chihil Sutun, which had been constructed in the middle of 
the seventeenth century by Shah Abbas II around Abbas I's 
famous Meydan-i Shah in Isfahan. The Chihil Sutun was 
fronted by eighteen pillars, which were reflected in a large 
pool, and it had been freshly restored by Shah Husayn at 
the beginning of the eighteenth century (Figure 12).43 

It may be far-fetched to intimate from these allusions 
alone that in the mind of Mahmud I the pavilion of Iftariye 

Figure 12 Shah Abbas II's pavilion of Chihil Sutun, Isfahan, 1647 

was meant to outdo Abbas II's Chihil Sutun (at least by four 

pillars) or that the Chaharbagh served as a model in Ahmed 
III and Nevgehirli's conceptions of Sa'dabad. We must 
nonetheless bear in mind that such monuments of the Per- 
sian world were known to the Ottomans, at least to those 
close to palace culture, not only through Persian poems and 

histories, but also from accounts of Safavid, Ottoman, and 

European diplomats, travelers, and merchants. In their 

reports of diplomatic visits by Persian envoys, Ottoman 
court chroniclers often recorded oral exchanges on the 
architecture and overall beauty of the two imperial capitals. 
The conversations were part of an entertainment ceremo- 
nial in which the two parties also exchanged poetic, musi- 

cal, and calligraphic skills through various displays of talent 

seemingly highly competitive in spirit. In the context of 
these cultural contests, the Chaharbagh of Shah Abbas 

enjoyed particular prominence. As early as 1699, the 
Ottoman envoy to the Safavid court, Mehmed Pasha, men- 
tioned the promenade in his report to the Ottoman court, 
describing it as "a place of fame."44 Six year later, the 
Ottoman grand-vizier Dizdarzade Ahmed Pasha, anxious 
to demonstrate the splendor of his city to Murtaza Kulu 

Han, the Persian ambassador on a mission in Istanbul, 
launched a conversation by declaring "[You] might have a 

garden called Chaharbagh in your city of Isfahan, [but] we 
too [in Istanbul] have a heavenly pleasure [garden]."4s 

The fact that the century-old promenade was so alive 
in eighteenth-century Ottoman minds may suggest that 

poets' repeated allusions to it in relation to Sa'dabad was 
not fortuitous, and that in the eyes of contemporary view- 
ers the Ottoman palace did evoke connections with its 
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Figure 13 Plan of Isfahan showing the Chaharbagh promenade, 
Isfahan 

assigned Persian counterpart. Indeed, it is difficult to dis- 
count the "conceptual," if not formal, link between, on the 
one hand, Isfahan's Chaharbagh, a long avenue bisected by 
a canal and bordering the royal precinct and the gardens 
and residences of Safavid court dignitaries (Figure 13; see 

Figure 10) and, on the other hand, the stretch of residences 
of Ottoman grandees at Sa'dabad, located on both sides of 
the canal farther down the Kagithane stream (see Figure 7). 
Neither in concept nor in planning did Sa'dabad have a 

precedent in Ottoman imperial palatine architecture. 

Equally relevant in this regard is the absence of a solid 
enclosure around the imperial compound of Sa'dabad. 
Unlike its sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century proto- 
types secluded behind walls of cypresses and masonry, such 
as Siileyman's suburban palaces at Beykoz and Iskiidar, 
Sa'dabad was only partly enclosed by wooden screens and 
a pierced masonry wall (see Figures 8, 9). Its visual expo- 
sure to the surrounding public grounds, notably the adja- 
cent promenade of Kagithane, was noted by contemporary 
observers.46 Unprecedented in the Ottoman palatial tradi- 

tion, this setting echoed rather the visual relation between 
the Chaharbagh and the palatial gardens alongside it. 
Fenced off by lattice screens, the private gardens were par- 
tially visible from the public promenade (see Figure 10).47 

Such a connection would be particularly significant, as 
it bears not only on the planning of Sa'dabad but, more 

generally, on the development of imperial and grandees' 
palaces, pavilions, and gardens in the eighteenth century. 
For unlike earlier suburban palaces, which were situated 
inland and surrounded by walled gardens, or the imperial 
palace of Topkapi, which was perched on its peninsula and 
isolated from the rest of the city behind fortification walls 

(Figure 14), eighteenth-century palaces and pavilions were 

Figure 14 Guillaume Joseph Grelot, engraving, ca. 1672. Detail from 

a panoramic view showing the Topkapi Palace, Istanbul 
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Figure 15 Antoine- 

Ignace Melling, 

engraving showing the 

pavillion of Bebek, 

Istanbul, ca. 1800s 

built mostly along the open shores of the Bosphorus and 
the Golden Horn. Their generous fenestration, their airy 
wooden structures, and the lightness of their garden enclo- 
sures lent them a remarkable transparency that was clearly 
conveyed in contemporary pictorial representations (Fig- 
ure 15; see Figure 1).48 Their partial exposure to public view 
comes across wonderfully in two painted garden scenes 
from the 1720s: in the first, two peeping toms sneak a look 
at a group of women entertaining themselves in the garden, 
and in the second an exhibitionist exposes himself through 
the fence of a private garden (Figures 16, 17). 

We must also note the curious kinship of the newly 
acquired names of Ottoman imperial and grandees' palaces 
and gardens with those of the Safavid, like Sa'd-abad with 

Sa'adet-abad, one of Shah Abbas's private gardens in Isfa- 

han, both meaning the Abode of Happiness. In an entry in 

his personal diary dated 10 August 1722, the bureaucrat 
Mustafa Efendi reported that in the wake of the construc- 
tion of Ahmed III's palace the place previously known as 

Kagithane was increasingly referred to as Sa'dabad.49 These 

eponymous associations with Safavid monuments and, more 

generally, the trend of ascribing garden palaces of the impe- 
rial and ruling elite with poetic names in the manner of their 
Persian counterparts, as with Feyzabad, Hurremabad, and 

Negatabad, dated only to the reign of Ahmed III (r. 
1703-30). With a handful of exceptions like the Kule 

Bahqesi, a waterfront garden built in (engelk6y by Sultan 

Siileyman, and the palace of Tokat, erected by Mehmed 
Fatih in Beykoz and so named in commemoration of the 

conqueror's victory over the citadel of Tokat, imperial pala- 
tial gardens were, until the beginning of the eighteenth cen- 

tury, plainly called hays bagfe (imperial garden) and identified 

by their location. The fifteenth-century garden of Tokat, 
we learn from the poet Nevres, was renamed Hiimayun- 
abad (the Imperial Abode) only upon its restoration by 
Mahmud I: "Cruel fortune had made it such ruins/That the 
architect had to envision [even] its minutest details/By mak- 

ing the necessary restorations, he built it such/That the 
mind of the creator gave it the name of Hiimaytina-bad."s0 

Limited as the evidence may be, it suggests that the 
emblematic power of Safavid Persia as a model to mea- 
sure up to strongly resonated in eighteenth-century 
Ottoman consciousness. The same could be argued in 

connection with the development of a new Ottoman 

imperial image and the increasingly public nature of court 

ceremonial that paralleled the formal evolution of impe- 
rial palaces and gardens. Indeed, in contrast with the ideal 
of the ruler's seclusion and invisibility, which had gov- 
erned Ottoman court etiquette since its codification in 
the second half of the fifteenth century, the new imperial 

image thrived on visibility and public display.5" Surely, the 

change in behavioral code was first and foremost a 

response to the social and political environment of the 

time, a reflection of the state's anxiety to reaffirm its legit- 
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Figure 16 Painted illustration of a garden 
scene, ca. 1720s 

Figure 17 Scene of a private garden 

portraying the adventures of an exhibitionist, 
ca. 1720s? 

imacy in the wake of defeat and reassert its physical pres- 
ence in the capital city. As the veiled symbolism of tradi- 
tional forms of imperial representation no longer seemed 

suitable, it is not surprising that models for the new im- 

perial image were sought in other imperial traditions. And 
while it has been suggested that this shift reflected an 

attempt to emulate the image of contemporary French 

kings,52 we could also argue that the change may have 
been inspired by the famed public image that the Safavid 
Shah had cultivated for himself more than a century ear- 

lier.s3 Other evidence points to an active interest in the 
universe of this charismatic figure and once-powerful 
rival to the Ottoman empire. For the first time, in the 

1720s, an Ottoman translation of the most important his- 

tory of the reign of Shah Abbas, Tdrikh-i 'alam-drd-yi 
'Abbdsi, written by one of his chief secretaries, Iskander 

Beg Munshi, was requested. That it was commissioned by 
Nevgehirli Ibrahim Pasha, the grand-vizier reputed for 
his interest in western culture, is all the more significant.54 

While the idiomatic link between Ottoman and Safavid 
architectural cultures established by the sources may have 

been, ultimately, more symbolic than stylistic or icono- 

graphic, it clearly indicates that architectural exemplars of 
Safavid Persia must have been alive in the Ottoman archi- 
tectural and literary discourse, until at least around the mid- 
dle of the century. Gradually, after the disastrous Ottoman 

campaign in Persia in 1730 and the rapid downfall of the 
Safavid dynasty, vivid architectural images such as those we 
encountered in the poetry of Nedim, or in Semdanizade's 
history, began to lose both their interest and immediacy. In 
the latter part of the century, while Isfahan (and Mani and 

Behzad) maintained their symbolic role of witnesses to the 
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architectural magnificence of the Ottomans, specific archi- 
tectural connections to Persia slowly disappeared. 

The discussion of the predominance of the Persian 
model is not intended to suggest an East-West polarity. But 
in view of the tendency in scholarship to overplay the role of 
westernization in interpretations of change in this period, it 
is important to bear in mind that innovations existed within 
a much broader discourse, in which Persia, for example, 
remained a potent challenge to, as well as a cultural universe 
in continuous contact with, the Ottoman empire.55ss The same 
can be said about the Mughal world, whose aesthetics and 
decorative styles and techniques penetrated the Ottoman 

vocabulary more than ever before.56 As stated earlier, western 

imports were one element in a wide search for a new and 

independent aesthetic that drew as much on Safavid Persian, 
Mughal Indian, and Ottoman preclassical and classical visual 

repertoires. By their appropriation and integration in this 

stylistically uncommitted visual environment, they defied any 
attempt by observers to single them out, let alone invest them 
with a particular cultural signification. 

With this in mind, it is important to reconsider our under- 

standing of the concept of "influence," which is often assumed 

by art and architectural historians to be hegemonic and unidi- 
rectional, especially in contexts characterized by an imbalance 
of power. Suffice it to recall here the trend of turqueries that 

swept the spheres of architecture, landscape, painting, and sar- 
torial fashion in eighteenth-century Europe, which was largely 
construed as a fad for exotic stuff that expressed an urge to 
reassess the parameters of the seventeenth-century classical 
ideal." While it may be too soon (and ultimately, impossible) 
to argue for a comparable Ottoman inclination for the exotic, 
there is little doubt that the sensibility for novelty and origi- 
nality was shared by Ottomans and Europeans. Notwith- 

standing the specifics of each of the two cultural and 
intellectual milieus, one cannot but wonder what makes a car- 
touche on a fountain in Istanbul an index of westernization, 
and a Turkish pavilion in Vienna merely an Oriental folly. 

If the architectural idiom of the eighteenth century was 
far more hybrid than the notion of westernization implies, 
it was also a vocabulary in which novelty was sought inde- 

pendently or regardless of stylistic genealogies. In this 
respect, the aesthetic judgments of Ottoman contempo- 
raries closely mirrored the built environment of their time. 

They bespeak a notion of architectural beauty and excel- 
lence that upheld innovation, not a particular aesthetic incli- 
nation, as its operative criterion. This bears not only on the 
nature of architectural change during the period under dis- 
cussion, but also on a more general transformation in the 
nature of Ottoman cultural sensibility. The high regard for 
innovation as an essentially hybrid appropriation and rein- 

terpretation of various new and familiar idioms can be noted 
in other cultural spheres, including painting, clothing fash- 

ion, court music, and poetry. As in architecture, some of the 
novelties that were introduced in court poetry in the eigh- 
teenth century, such as folk forms and genres and colloquial 
idioms, were not entirely new to the Ottoman tradition. 
Earlier attempts at breaking away from the classical canon, 
however, as with the movement known as tiirk-i basit (sim- 

ple Turkish) adopted by some late-fifteenth- and early-six- 
teenth-century poets, met with negative reception. By 
contrast, experimentation with new themes, genres, and 
diction by such court poets as Nedim or Enderunlu Fazil 
was widely acclaimed. More important, it became institu- 
tionalized in the mainstream culture. Novelty and original- 
ity became subjects of an open debate among court poets 
throughout the eighteenth century.58 

While the innovations that occurred within the realm 
of architecture were remarkable, what really distinguished 
this era was that architecture, like painting, music, and 

poetry, reflected a changing disposition toward tradition 
and innovation, and this new disposition ensured the sur- 
vival and appreciation of attempts to redefine Ottoman 
architectural identity beyond the classical idiom. We can 
better appreciate this development by looking at the way 
the notion of novelty was construed in the sixteenth and 

early seventeenth centuries: as the emulation and refine- 
ment of admired models. As Giilru Necipoglu has demon- 

strated, while Sinan, the chief architect at the court of 

Siileyman, represented himself as an innovator, his build- 

ings remained "self-referential exercises within the confines 
of the canonical imperial idiom which he codified,"59 and it 
is in relation to the parameters of this canon that his inno- 

vations, or refinements, were assessed and appreciated by 
his contemporaries. By the eighteenth century, the concept 
of refinement (nezaket) had vanished from the architectural 
discourse. Along with it, deferential allusions to classical 
monuments of the glorious past and to the idiom to which 

they subscribed slowly disappeared.60 
To a certain extent, this aesthetic and cultural opening 

was occasioned by a wider exposure to foreign ideas and 

material culture. But the greater receptiveness to innova- 
tion grew primarily out of a long process of transformation 
in the Ottoman social order that had begun to crystallize in 
the architectural and cultural landscape of Istanbul in the 

eighteenth century. New arenas for the dissemination of 

culture-notably painting and poetry-emerged, targeting 
new groups and tastes. With the growing involvement of 
men and women across the social spectrum in the sphere of 

patronage, a broader and more diverse range of tastes, prac- 
tices, and aspirations gradually infused Ottoman architec- 
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Figure 18 Thomas Allom, 

engraving depicting Mahmud 

II's new •iragan Palace, 

Istanbul, ca. 1840s 

tural culture.61 In this environment, in which the size and 

lavishness of a building and the practice of architectural 

patronage became viable manifestations of social distinc- 
tion for more than a few men in the ruling elite, the im- 

perial state attempted to reassert itself, and new modes of 

representation and a display-conscious image of Ottoman 

sovereignty were sought. This climate of social change bred 
the wider receptivity toward innovation and the hybrid aes- 
thetic sensibility that characterized architecture at the time. 

The question that remains concerns the extent to which 
these changes can alter our understanding of the concept of 

"early modern period" as pertinent only to Europe and, to 

quote Craig Clunas, "as the inevitable, if implicit, prelude to 

modernity proper."62 To invoke the concept in the Ottoman 
context is not only to suggest that changing attitudes, tastes, 
and practices resonated with some of the transformations that 
unfolded in contemporary European cities. It is also to stress 
that the changes were not thwarted by the lack of the advent 
of modernity, nor were they completely superseded by the 

modernizing programs of the following century. 
It becomes evident as we reassess the period that the 

architectural legacy of the eighteenth century survived 

through most of the following century, and that many trans- 

formations that have commonly been ascribed to later 

processes of change and modernization are in fact anchored 
in earlier developments. The nineteenth-century waterfront 

palaces that lined the shores of Istanbul have long been seen 

as influenced by European palatial architecture, mainly on 
account of their fagades displaying Neoclassical features or 

overwhelming assortments of Ottoman and French Rococo 
details (Figures 18, 19).63 But it is important to point out 
that formally, spatially, and conceptually-by their setting, 
their ample fenestration, their openness, and their empha- 
sis on the view-these palaces were a product of the 
Ottoman palatial idiom as it had been reformulated in the 

eighteenth century. In plan, too, they remained unchanged 
until the end of the nineteenth century, with rooms that 
were arranged on either side of a large central hall and 
looked out to the waterfront. 

Greater efforts toward redrawing the boundaries 
between the two centuries might help us reconsider whether, 
as is generally perceived, westernization was the only form of 

continuity between them. The evidence so far points in 
another direction. As has recently been shown, by the 1860s 
and 1870s the Ottomans consciously and manifestly harked 
back to the rich hybridity of the decorative vocabulary of the 

eighteenth century in their quest for a new architectural iden- 

tity.64 It is clear that some of the developments that unfolded 
in the decades of architectural modernization and western- 
ization under Mahmud II and Abdiilmecid, from the 1820s to 
the 1860s, were rooted in changes that cannot be squarely 
identified with western influences but rather grew for the most 

part out of their own social climate. While considerable work 
has been done by social historians in recent years to uncover 
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Figure 19 Gate of the palace of Dolmabahqe, Istanbul, 1851-55 

patterns that echo, in many ways, what in European histori- 

ography has been characterized as a process within early 
modernity, architectural history lags behind. With parallel 
developments surfacing in various spheres of nonwestern cul- 

tures,65 comparative studies with eighteenth-century Japan, 
Ming China, or Russia, for example, are likely to yield new 

perspectives on the nature and significance of change during 
this time, as they might also lead us eventually to redefine the 
notion of "early modern period" beyond the western context. 
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corresponding c.E. dates in parentheses. All translations of Turkish verse 

are mine. 
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